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Abstract. Customer preferences may not be rational, so we focus on quantifying the limit
of rationality (LoR) in choice modeling applications. We define LoR as the cost of approx-

imating the observed choice fractions from a collection of offer sets with those from the

best-fitting probability distribution over rankings. Computing LoR is intractable in the

worst case. To deal with this challenge, we introduce two new concepts, rational separation
and choice graph, through which we reduce the problem to solving a dynamic program

on the choice graph and express the computational complexity in terms of the structural

properties of the graph. By exploiting the graph structure, we provide practical methods

to compute LoR efficiently for a large class of applications. We apply our methods to real-

world grocery sales data and identify product categories for which going beyond rational

choice models is necessary to obtain an acceptable performance.
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1. Introduction
Firms routinely collect inventory and sales data that

provide information on product availability and cus-

tomer choices, respectively. Together, these data are

used by firms to obtain the necessary demand esti-

mates for inventory, assortment, and pricing decisions.

Traditionally, fitting independent demand models,

which assume that products receive independent

demand streams, which are unaffected by the avail-

ability of other products, was common. However, this

assumption introduces biases in demand estimates

when products are close substitutes and their avail-

ability changes over time; customers may substitute

an unavailable product with an available one, making

product demand a function of the entire offer set. For

this reason, moving from independent to choice-based

demand models has been a trend both in the academic

literature and in industry practice.

Among choice-based demand models, random util-

ity maximization (RUM) models have, by far, received

the most attention. These models are based on the util-

ity maximization principle and assume that in each

choice instance, a customer draws a random sample of

utilities for the offered products and chooses the prod-

uct with the highest utility. RUM models generalize

the classic notion of a rational individual maximizing

a utility function to a population of rational individ-

uals, each maximizing a (potentially) different util-

ity function. A variation in the utilities may arise

because of preference heterogeneity across individu-

als or the stochastic elements within individual prefer-

ences (McFadden 2005). When the number of alterna-

tives is finite (Mas-Colell et al. 1995), only the ordering

of the products induced by the sampled utilities, not

the actual utility values themselves, matters in deter-

mining customer choices. As a result, an RUM model

is equivalently described by the distribution over pref-

erence lists induced by the model, and the choice prob-

abilities under the RUM model are stochastically ratio-
nalizable: the probability of choosing a product from an

offer set is equal to the sum of the probabilities associ-

ated with all of the preference lists in which the prod-

uct is the most preferred among all of the products in

the offer set.

However, stochastic rationalizability imposes regu-

larity conditions on the choice probabilities that may

not be satisfied in practice. For instance, stochastic

rationalizability requires the probability of choosing

an alternative to never increase when more prod-

ucts become available,
1

but this condition may be vio-

lated because individualsmay not be perfectly rational;

see, for example, Tversky et al. (1990). The observed
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violations of rationality raise the following empiri-

cal questions: (a) Given a population of individuals

and a collection of offer sets, are the observed choice

probabilities (as computed from sales transactions)

consistent with the RUM principle? (b) If not, what is

the degree of inconsistency?

Motivated by these questions, this paper focuses

on quantifying the limit of stochastic rationality (LoR),

which is the degree to which the RUM principle is

inconsistent with the given empirical choice probabil-

ities observed from a collection of offer sets. More for-

mally, suppose N � {1, 2, . . . , n} is the universe of n
products, and we have collected choice observations

for a collectionM of subsets of N . For each subset S ∈M,

let fi , S ∈ [0, 1] denote the fraction of customers who

purchased product i when S was offered. We then ask,

how well does the RUM model explain the observed

choice probabilities fM � ( fi , S: i ∈ S, S ∈M)?
We measure the degree of inconsistency by means

of a nonnegative, strictly convex loss function xM 7→
loss(fM , xM) that measures the distance between the

observed choice probabilities fM and the choice prob-

abilities xM that are consistent with an RUM model.

We suppose that the loss function has the prop-

erty in which loss(fM , xM) � 0 if and only if fM � xM;

examples include log-loss and general norm-loss func-

tions (Examples 2.1 and 2.2). We define the limit of

(stochastic) rationality or simply the limit of rational-
ity LoR(M) as the minimum distance minxM loss(fM , xM)
over all choice probabilities xM that are consistent with

an RUMmodel. Note that the observed choice data are

stochastically rationalizable if and only if LoR(M)� 0.

This paper focuses on two key aspects related to the

above optimization problem: (a) the computability of

LoR(M) for a given collection of observed choice prob-

abilities fM and (b) the application of LoR(M) for model
selection to determine if a modeler should fit a more

complex RUMmodel ormust go beyond the RUM class

to obtain an acceptable performance.

Computing the LoR requires us to find the choice

probabilities x∗M that are consistent with an RUMmodel

and are closest to the observed probabilities fM. We for-

mulate this problem as a constrained convex program

whose feasible region is a polytope with n! (n factorial)

extreme points. By applying the conditional-gradient

algorithm, we reduce the problem of solving the con-

strained convex program to solving a sequence of rank

aggregation problems. Each rank aggregation problem

requires finding the ranked list σ that minimizes a lin-

ear cost function: minσ

∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S ci , S · �[σ, i , S], where

the cost coefficients ci , S are given, and �[σ, i , S] takes a
value of 1, if i is themost preferred product in S accord-

ing to the ranked list σ and 0 otherwise. The problem

is known to be NP-hard (Dwork et al. 2001). As the key

theoretical contribution of this paper, we characterize

the computational complexity of the rank aggregation

problem in terms of the structure of the corresponding

choice graph, a novel concept that we introduce in Defi-

nition 3.3. A choice graph is defined for each collection

M of subsets; every subset inM is a vertex in the choice

graph, and the edges capture the relationships of the

most preferred products among the subsets in M. We

show that for commonly occurring set collections in the

retail and revenue management (RM) settings, the cor-

responding choice graphs have rich structures, leading

to efficient solutions for rank aggregation problems.

From a practical standpoint, our methods provide

researchers and practitioners with a diagnostic tool to

quantify the impact of their rationality and parametric

assumptions. In practice, one fits a parametric choice

model (such as the multinomial logit model) from the

RUM class to the observed choice data to predict the

demand for various offer sets. This procedure is sat-

isfactory only if the researcher can assess the perfor-

mance loss from his/her modeling assumptions and

deems the loss acceptable. Ourmethods allow the prac-

titioner to decompose the loss as follows:

Total loss︸     ︷︷     ︸
loss( fM , y∗M)

�Rationality loss︸              ︷︷              ︸
LoR(M)

+Parametric loss︸             ︷︷             ︸
loss( fM , y∗M)−LoR(M)

,

where y∗M denotes the choice probability vector under

the fitted parametric model used by the researcher.

This decomposition provides the following immediate

insights: If the rationality loss is acceptable but the total

loss is not, then the researcher will benefit from fitting

amore complex parametric model from the RUM class.

If, on the other hand, the rationality loss is itself unac-

ceptable, then the researcher must relax the rationality

assumption and go beyond the RUM class.

1.1. Main Contributions
Our work makes the following three main contribu-

tions:

1. Computing the LoR.Our theoretical results express

the computational complexity of the rank aggregation

problem in terms of the structure of what we call the

choice graph, which captures the rational separation struc-
ture among the subsets in M (see Section 3 for pre-

cise definitions). By formulating the rank aggregation

problem as both a dynamic program (DP) and a lin-

ear program (LP) on the choice graph, we show the

following (see Sections 4 and 5):

Choice DP LP (no. of vars.

graph complexity and constrs.)

Tree O(n |M|) [Thm. 4.1] O(n |M|) [Thm. 4.2]

Bdd. tree

width

exp. in tree width

[Thm. 5.4]

exp. in tree width

[Thm. 5.5]

Unbd. tree

width but

bdd. choice

depth

exp. in choice

depth [Thm. 5.8]

exp. in choice

depth [Thm. 5.9]
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The first column specifies the structure of the choice

graph and whether tree width and choice depth are

bounded (bdd.) or unbounded (unbd.), the second col-

umn reports the complexity of solving the DP, and the

last column specifies the number of variables (vars.)

and constraints (constrs.) in the LP. Where specified,

the scaling of the DP and LP is exponential (exp.) in

the tree width or choice depth, but polynomial in n
and |M|.
2. Efficient computation of LoR for important set col-

lections. Basing on our theoretical results, we derive

the structural properties of the choice graphs for the

following four set collections that commonly arise in

the retail and RM contexts, and show that the LoR

can be computed efficiently for these collections (see

Section 3):

Choice

Collection Definition graph Compl.

Nested {S
1
, S

2
, . . . , SL} s.t.

Sl ⊂ Sl+1
for all l

line linear

Laminar Either A ⊆ B, or
B ⊆ A, or

A∩B �� ∀A,B ∈M

tree linear

Differentiated {A
0
} ∪ {A

0
∪ Bl : 1 ≤

l ≤ L},Bl ∩ Bl′ �

� ∀ l , l′

star linear

k-deletion {N\A: |A| ≤ k} cd ≤ k O(nk)

The last column, “Compl.,” is the computational com-

plexity of solving the rank aggregation problem, and

cd denotes the choice depth of the graph. The nested

collection arises in RM contexts when airlines adopt

the nested fare policy. The laminar collection arises

when customers use the elimination-by-aspects (EBA)

screening process to form a consideration set before

making the choice. The differentiated collection arises

when a firm carries a common collection of products

A
0
in all stores, along with a unique subset Bl to differ-

entiate each store l from others. Finally, the k-deletion
collection arises when a firm faces frequent replenish-

ment and stockouts so that, at any point, at most k < n
products are stocked out.

3. Empirical findings and practical insights.We applied

our methods to the grocery sales transactions data on

29 product categories from the popular IRI Academic

Data set (Bronnenberg et al. 2008). For each category,

we computed the corresponding total, rationality, and

parametric losses under the multinomial logit (MNL)

model. We obtained the following insights: (a) most

of the total loss is from the rationality loss (support-

ing existing work for going beyond the RUM class; see

Figure 2); (b) rationality loss provides a model selec-

tion tool for determining the number of latent classes

or when to go outside of the RUM class (Figure 3);

(c) fitting a complex model within the RUM class, such

as the latent-class MNL model, reduces the parametric

loss but not the rationality loss, whereas fitting amodel

outside of the RUM class, such as the latent-class gener-

alized attraction model (Gallego et al. 2014) can reduce

the rationality loss; and (d) rationality loss is correlated

with the market concentration of a category, suggest-

ing that when market shares are split about evenly

across the offered brands, customers tend to be variety

seeking, switching their purchases from one week to

the next, thereby resulting in nontransitive preferences

and high rationality loss.

1.2. Literature Review
Our work is related to the following three streams of

literature: (a) rationalization in econometrics, (b) fit-

ting nonparametric choice models in operations, and

(c) rank aggregation in machine learning.

The question of whether a collection of observed

choice probabilities is rationalizable is a classic ques-

tion that has received significant attention in eco-

nomics. The majority of the existing work focuses on

deriving the necessary and sufficient conditions to

answer the binary yes/no question of whether the

given data are stochastically rationalizable. Falmagne

(1978) shows that a system of choice probabilities

defined over all possible subsets is stochastically ratio-

nalizable if and only if all of the Block–Marschak

polynomials are nonnegative; see also Barberá and

Pattanaik (1986). McFadden and Richter (1990) show

that under certain regularity conditions, the axiom of

the revealed stochastic preference provides a necessary

and sufficient condition for a collection of observed

choice probabilities to be stochastically rationalizable.

McFadden (2005) provides the additional necessary

and sufficient conditions in the form of systems of lin-

ear inequalities, and shows how the different condi-

tions relate to one another. However, existing studies

do not address the computability question of how to

efficiently check the conditions when the number of

products is large. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first paper to exhibit interesting collections of

subsets for which stochastic rationality can be verified

efficiently.

Our work is related to the literature on estimat-

ing nonparametric choice models pioneered by Jaga-

bathula (2011) and Farias et al. (2013). This body of

work has primarily focused on estimating a probability

mass function λ( · ) from transaction data for the pur-

pose of making assortment or pricing decisions (Jaga-

bathula and Rusmevichientong 2017). It reduces the

estimation problem to a sequence of rank aggrega-

tion problems and develops heuristics for obtaining

good approximations that can be used in operations

management decisions. For example, van Ryzin and

Vulcano (2015) recently developed an integer program-

ming heuristic to solve the rank aggregation problem.
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By contrast, our work is the first to study the problem

of identifying the source of computational complexity

in solving the rank aggregation problem. By introduc-

ing the concepts of rational separation and choice graph,
we characterize computational complexity in terms

of what we call the choice depth of the correspond-

ing choice graph. This characterization provides a new

understanding of what drives the computational diffi-

culty in solving rank aggregation problems. Using our

characterization, we show that broad classes of offer

set collections that commonly occur in practice have

a bounded choice depth and, therefore, allow efficient

solutions for the rank aggregation problem.

Our work is also related to the extensive literature

within themachine learning community on solving the

rank aggregation problem. The majority of such stud-

ies focus on finding a single ranking that minimizes

some metric. The most common metric is the total

weight associated with each unmatched pair, and the

resulting problem has been extensively studied as the

Kemeny optimization problem; see Kenyon-Mathieu

and Schudy (2007) and Ali and Meliǎ (2012). These

studies focus on the types of observations collected

on the web, which comprise choice observations from

the set collection consisting of all pairs of products.

Instead, we focus on choice observations from general
set collections, which arise frequently in RM, supply

chain, and operational applications, and identify new

offer set collections for which the rank aggregation

problem can be solved efficiently.

2. Problem Formulation
We now formally introduce the setup for our problem.

As above, let N � {1, 2, . . . , n} be the universe of prod-
ucts, and we assume that N already includes the no-

purchase or outside option. Let M denote a collection

of subsets of N , corresponding to the assortments of

products offered to customers. For each subset S ∈M,

we observe the fraction fi , S ∈ [0, 1] of customers who

chose product i ∈ S when offered a subset S, with∑
i∈S fi , S � 1. We let fM � ( fi , S: i ∈ S, S ∈ M). Our objec-

tive is to check if the observed choice probabilities are

consistent with the RUM assumptions, and if not, to

determine the degree of inconsistency. To measure the

degree of inconsistency, we find the rational choice

probabilities that are closest to the observed data. More

formally, let Pn denote the set of all permutations (or

linear preference orders) of n products. Each element

σ ∈ Pn is a ranking of n products, and for all i ∈ N ,

σ(i) denotes the rank of product i. We assume that if

σ(i) < σ( j), then product i is preferred over product j.
For any distribution over rankings λ: Pn → [0, 1]

such that

∑
σ∈Pn

λ(σ) � 1, let xλM � (xλi , S: i ∈ S, S ∈ M),
where xλi , S �

∑
σ∈Pn

�[σ, i , S] · λ(σ) and �[σ, i , S] is the

indicator variable that takes a value of 1 if and only if

product i is the most preferred product in S under σ;
that is, �[σ, i , S]� 1 if and only if σ(i)< σ( j) for all j ∈ S,
j , i.
The best-fitting distribution λ( · ) is the one whose

corresponding choice probabilities xλM are closest to the

observed data. We measure the distances through a

nonnegative, strictly convex loss function loss(fM , xλM),
with the properties that for each fM, the function xM 7→
loss(fM , xM) is nonnegative, strictly convex in xM, and

takes a value of 0 if and only if xM � fM. Common

examples of loss functions that satisfy these properties

include the following:

Example 2.1 (Log-Likelihood/Kullback–Leibler (KL) Di-
vergenceLossFunction).Here, loss(fM , xM)�−

∑
S∈M MS ·∑

i∈S fi , S log(xi , S/ fi , S), where MS > 0 is the weight asso-

ciated with set S ∈ M, representing the number of

customers who were shown the assortment S. The

nonnegativity of the loss function follows because

−∑
i∈S fi , S log(xi , S/ fi , S) is the KL divergence between

the distributions ( fi , S: i ∈ S) and (xi , S: i ∈ S). Therefore,
the loss function is a weighted sum of KL divergences,

so loss(fM , xM) � 0 if and only if xi , S � fi , S for all i ∈ S
and S ∈M. Strict convexity follows from the strict con-

cavity property of the logarithm function. Under this

loss function, the best-fitting distribution λ is indeed

the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) because

max

λ
log

(∏
S∈M

∏
i∈S
(xλi , S)MS fi , S

)
⇔ max

λ

∑
S∈M

MS

∑
i∈S

fi , S log xλi , S ⇔ min

λ
loss(fM , xλM).

Example 2.2 (Squared Norm Loss Function). The

squared norm loss function is defined as loss(fM , xM) �
‖fM − xM‖2, where the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖ is defined

on �
∑

S∈M |S |
. With the use of the properties of the norm

function, it may be verified that the squared norm loss

function is strictly convex in xM for any fixed fM and

takes a value of 0 if and only if xM � fM.

We define the limit of rationality LoR(M) associated
with the collection M as the minimum loss that we

incur when we restrict our attention to the RUM class:

LoR(M) ≡min

{
loss(fM , xλM) | λ: Pn→[0, 1],∑
σ∈Pn

λ(σ)� 1

}
. (1)

Indeed, if the observed choice probabilities are stochas-

tically rationalizable, it follows that (1) has an opti-

mal objective value of zero, resulting in LoR(M) � 0,

as desired.

Our Solution Approach. Equation (1) is a convex mini-

mization problemover a convex feasible region because
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the set of rational choice probabilities can be described

as a polyhedron, as follows:{
xM

���� xi , S �
∑
σ∈Pn

�[σ, i , S]λ(σ) ∀S ∈M, i ∈ S,∑
σ∈Pn

λ(σ)� 1, λ(σ) ≥ 0 ∀ σ ∈Pn

}
.

In theory, the optimization problem in Equation (1)

can be solved using standard methods in convex opti-

mization theory. The challenge, however, is the curse

of dimensionality: the feasible region is described by n!

(n factorial) variables, with one variable λ(σ) for each
ranking σ ∈Pn ; this is intractable even for small values

of n. We deal with the high dimensionality by applying

the Frank–Wolfe (FW) method (Frank andWolfe 1956),

also called the conditional gradient method, which has

become increasingly popular in the machine learning

community as the method of choice for solving large-

scale convex optimization problems (Jaggi 2013). The

FW method has many variants, and the details of our

implementation are deferred to Section 6. At its core,

the FWalgorithm is an iterativemethod that startswith

an initial feasible solution and generates a sequence of

feasible solutions that are guaranteed to converge to

the optimal solution. In each iteration, the algorithm

solves the following linear program:

min

{∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S

ci , S xi , S

���� xi , S �
∑
σ∈Pn

�[σ, i , S]λ(σ)

∀ i ∈ S, S ∈M,
∑
σ∈Pn

λ(σ)� 1, λ(σ) ≥ 0 ∀ σ ∈Pn

}
(Rank Aggregation LP)

where the coefficient ci , S is the gradient of the loss func-

tion evaluated at the current iterate, and represents the

first-order Taylor series approximation of the objective

function. The FW method computes the new iterate

by taking a convex combination of the current iterate

and the solution to the above linear program by using

an appropriate convex combination weight. Thus, the

FW method converts the original convex optimization

problem into a series of linear programs. The rate at

which the FW method converges depends on the par-

ticular variant of the algorithm used and the properties

of the objective function and the constraint set. Estab-

lishing the convergence rates of the FW method is an

active research area, and existing work has shown that

the FW method converges relatively quickly in a wide

range of settings; see, for example, Lacoste-Julien and

Jaggi (2015) and the references therein.

Given the above discussion, we introduce the fol-

lowing definition that characterizes the complexity of

computing the LoR:

Definition 2.3 (Rational Complexity). The computational
complexity associated with LoR(M) is the complexity

of solving the Rank Aggregation LP. We say that

LoR(M) can be computed efficiently if the Rank Aggre-

gation LP can be solved in time that is polynomial in n
and |M|.

It follows from the results in Nesterov (2013) and

Bubeck (2015) that if the Rank Aggregation LP can be

solved efficiently, then the original convex optimization

problem can also be solved efficiently. However, we

note that the above Rank Aggregation LP still has n!

(n factorial) variables. Lemma 2.5 shows that the prob-

lem is equivalent to the combinatorial optimization

problem of finding the ranking that minimizes the total

cost across all subsets inM, which, in turn, is equivalent

to finding the most preferred product in each set that

is consistent across the entire collection and minimizes

the total cost. It also shows that the problem is indeed

NP-hard. Before we can state the lemma, we introduce

the following notation, which will be used frequently

throughout the paper.

Definition 2.4 (Consistent Rankings). For any set S and

zS ∈ S, letDS(zS) be the set of rankings that make zS the

most preferred product in S; i.e., DS(zS) � {σ: σ(zS) <
σ(i) ∀ i ∈ S, i , zS}. Similarly, for any collection of sub-

setsA, let zA � (zS ∈ S: S ∈A) andDA(zA)�
⋂

S∈ADS(zS).
It follows from the above definition that if DM(zM)
, �, then zM represents consistent top-ranked prod-

ucts. In other words, there exists a ranking σ of all

products, such that for all S ∈ M, zS is the most pre-

ferred product in S under σ. The next lemma shows

that the Rank Aggregation LP reduces to finding con-

sistent top-ranked products for M that minimize the

cost.

Lemma 2.5 (Three Equivalent Characterizations). Let the
polytope  be defined by

 ≡Convex hull of the set
{(�[σ, i , S]: i ∈ S, S ∈M) ∈ {0, 1}

∑
S∈M |S |

: σ ∈Pn}.

The Rank Aggregation LP is equivalent to the following
three optimization problems.

min

xM∈

∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S

ci , Sxi , S �min

σ∈Pn

∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S

ci , S�[σ, i , S]

� min

zM :DM(zM),�

∑
S∈M

czS , S , and

the Rank Aggregation LP is NP-hard, even for the collec-
tion of all pairs Pairs� {{i , j}: i , j}.

Proof. By definition of , it follows that the Rank Ag-

gregation LP is equivalent to

min

xM∈

∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S

ci , Sxi , S .

By the standard result in linear programming, the opti-

mal solution occurs at an extreme point of  , corre-

sponding to a binary vector (�[σ, i , S]: i ∈ S, S ∈M) for
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some σ ∈ Pn . Therefore, the problem is also equiva-

lent to minσ∈Pn

∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S ci , S�[σ, i , S]. The final equiv-

alence follows because for each σ ∈ Pn ,
∑

i∈S �[i , σ, S] ·
ci , S � czS , S, where zS is the most preferred product

in S under σ. A vector zM � (zS: S ∈ M) is feasible

if DM(zM) �
⋂

S∈MDS(zS) , �; therefore, the problem

minσ∈Pn

∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S ci , S�[σ, i , S] is equivalent to the fol-

lowing problem.

min

{∑
S∈M

czS , S

���� zS ∈ S ∀S ∈M and

⋂
S∈M

DS(zS),�
}

� min

zM :DM(zM),�

∑
S∈M

czS , S

The NP-hardness result follows immediately from the

result of Dwork et al. (2001). �

It is clear from Lemma 2.5 that constructing the opti-

mal ranking is equivalent to determining the choice z∗S
for each subset S ∈ M under the optimal ranking that

minimizes the total cost. Naturally, we cannot deter-

mine the optimal choices for the subsets separately

because the resulting choices may violate the transitiv-

ity of preferences; for instance, choosing 2 from {1, 2, 3}
and 3 from {2, 3, 4} will imply that products 2 and 3

are simultaneously preferred, violating the transitiv-

ity of the preferences. As a result, the optimal choices

across subsets must be determined jointly to ensure

that the transitivity of preferences is satisfied; there-

fore, searching for the top-ranked product in each set

is challenging, and as noted in Lemma 2.5, the corre-

sponding optimization problem is NP-hard even for

the collection just comprising all pairs of products.

However, for important collections of subsets, we

show that the optimal choices of some subsets can be

determined “separately” from those of other subsets.

When carefully done, this allows us to efficiently deter-

mine the optimal choices by decoupling their search.

We formalize this concept next.

3. Rational Separation and Choice Graph
In this section, we introduce the notions of rational sep-
aration and choice graph. These concepts allow us to

decouple the search for the optimal choices in certain

subsets, provided that choices from other subsets are

fixed. We start with the formal definition of rational

separation and then provide an example to illustrate

the concept.

Definition 3.1 (Rational Separation). Given three sub-

sets, A, B, and C, we say that A and B are rationally sepa-
rable given C, written as AñB | C, if for all zA ∈A, zB ∈B,
and zC ∈C, wheneverDA(zA)∩DC(zC),� andDB(zB)∩
DC(zC) , �, we also have DA(zA) ∩ DB(zB) ∩ DC(zC)
, �. Similarly, for any three collections of subsets A,
B, and C, we say that A ñB | C if DA(zA) ∩DC(zC) ,
� and DB(zB) ∩DC(zC) , �, then DA(zA) ∩DB(zB) ∩
DC(zC),�.

A consequence of rational separation between A
and B given C is that

DA(zA) ∩DB(zB) ∩DC(zC),� if and only if

DA(zA) ∩DC(zC),� and DB(zB) ∩DC(zC),� .

In other words, if we ensure that the choices from sub-

sets A and C are consistent (the choices do not violate

the transitivity of preferences) and the choices from

subsets B and C are also consistent, then the rational

separation property of A and B given C immediately

implies that the choices from A, B, and C are mutually

consistent. The following simple example illustrates

this property.

Example 3.2. Let A � {1, 2, 3}, B � {5, 6, 7}, and C �

{2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. We will show A ñ B | C; i.e., if we fix the

choice from C, then the choices from A and B can be

made independently of each other.

Consider the case when zC � 2; i.e., product 2 is the

most preferred among all of the products in set C.

Because set C includes product 3, it follows that 2 is

preferred over 3. Therefore, the most preferred prod-

uct in set A must be either 1 or 2, implying that

DA(zA) ∩ DC(zC) , � ⇐⇒ zA ∈ {1, 2}. Furthermore,

because zC � 2 does not constrain the preference order-

ing among products 5, 6, and 7, we conclude that

DB(zB) ∩DC(zC),� ⇐⇒ zB ∈ {5, 6, 7}. The case when

zC ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6} can be argued similarly, resulting in

the following table of consistent choices for zA, zB , for

each zC :

zC 2 3 4 5 6

{zA: DA(zA) {1, 2} {1, 3} {1, 2, 3} {1, 2, 3} {1, 2, 3}
∩DC(zC),�}
{zB : DB(zB) {5, 6, 7} {5, 6, 7} {5, 6, 7} {5, 7} {6, 7}
∩DC(zC),�}

Using the above table, we now show that Añ B | C. By

construction, for any combination of choices (zA , zB , zC)
in the above table, we must have DA(zA) ∩DC(zC) , �
and DB(zB) ∩DC(zC),�. Therefore, it suffices to show

that we also have DA(zA) ∩DB(zB) ∩DC(zC),�.
Suppose zC � 2. There are two cases: zA � 1 and

zA � 2. If zA � 1, then for any zB ∈ {5, 6, 7}, consider the
ranking σ that ranks product 1 at the top; product 2,

second; and product zB , third. The ranking σ results in

the choices zA, zB , and zC from sets A, B, and C, respec-

tively. Therefore, σ ∈ DA(zA) ∩ DB(zB) ∩ DC(zC). In a

similar manner, when zA � 2 and for any zB ∈ {5, 6, 7},
the ranking τ that ranks product 2 at the top and

product zB , second, is such that τ ∈DA(zA) ∩DB(zB) ∩
DC(zC). Therefore, in both cases, we have DA(zA) ∩
DB(zB)∩DC(zC),�, which is the desired result. Using

a similar argument for other values of zC shows that

Añ B | C.
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Computational Savings from Rational Separation. An

important consequence of the rational separation prop-

erty is that once we fix the best item in set C, the opti-

mal choices in sets A and B can be determined sepa-

rately. More precisely, if Añ B | C, then

min{czA ,A + czB ,B + czC ,C | zA ∈ A, zB ∈ B, zC ∈ C,
DA(zA) ∩DB(zB) ∩DC(zC),�}

�min

zC∈C

(
czC ,C +

{
min

zA∈A:DA(zA)∩DC (zC ),�
czA ,A

}
+

{
min

zB∈B:DB (zB )∩DC (zC ),�
czB ,B

})
.

The above equation shows that instead of a brute

force search over all possible triples (zA , zB , zC), search-
ing over zA and zB separately, for each zC , suffices.

Note that for each triple (zA , zB , zC), checking whether

DA(zA) ∩ DB(zB) ∩ DC(zC) , � is an O(1) operation.
Therefore, a brute force search over all possible triples

is an O(n3) operation. Instead,whenwe exploit rational

separation, searching for the optimal zA and zB sepa-

rately is an O(n) operation for each value of zC . Because

zC has O(n) possible values, determining the optimal

choices becomes an O(n2) operation. Thus, rational
separation has allowed us to shave off a factor n from

the computational complexity. WhenM contains many

subsets, the savings become more substantial.

To facilitate its use, we represent the rational separa-

tion structure of a collection of subsets M in the form

of a choice graph, which is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3 (Choice Graph Representation of Rational
Separation). Given a collection of subsets M, a graph

G � (M,E) is a choice graph of M if G is an undirected

graph whose vertices correspond to the subsets in M,

and for any three collections of subsets A, B, and C, if

C separates A and B in graph G, then it must be that

A ñ B | C. Here, we say C separates A and B in the

graph G if every path from a set in A to a set in B
passes through some set in C.

In Sections 4 and 5, we show how the structure of the

choice graph is related to the computational complex-

ity of computing LoR. Before that, in Sections 3.1–3.4,

we identify the choice graphs for four important classes

of set collections: nested, laminar, differentiated, and

k-deletion. As discussed below, these collections occur

frequently in inventory and RM applications.

3.1. Choice Graphs for Nested Collections
The collectionM� {S

1
, S

2
, . . . , Sm} is nested if and only

if S
1
⊂ S

2
⊂ · · · ⊂ Sm for some indexing of the subsets;

that is, smaller subsets are always contained within

larger ones. Nested collections are common in retail

and RM settings. In their classic paper, van Ryzin and

Mahajan (1999) show that when the demand follows

the multinomial logit (MNL) model and all products

have the same price and cost, a profit-maximizing

retailer should stock the top h products with the largest

MNL weights (which measure the popularity of the

corresponding products), and the optimal size (or vari-

ety) h is determined by store-specific factors, such as

the profit margin or the market size. When there are no

stockouts, the resulting collection of offer sets across

different stores is nested. Cachon et al. (2005) extend

this finding to the case in which consumers may decide

to search, which results in nonpurchase even if an

offered product is preferred to the no-purchase option.

Similarly, Talluri and van Ryzin (2004) show that in

the single-leg revenue management problem, a nested
policy in which the offer set is always chosen from a

nested collection is profit maximizing. The nesting is

by the fare order under the MNL and other common

demand models. Nested collections also arise when

airlines control seat inventories using serial nested book-
ing class controls, in which a lower-value class product

is removed from the offering whenever a higher-value

class in the nested hierarchy is closed for sale.
2

Example 1 in Talluri and van Ryzin (2004) provides a

concrete illustration of serial nesting control. Suppose

the airline offers three fare products, Y, M, and K, listed

in the order of decreasing prices and increasing restric-

tions. The airline serves five segments of customers dif-

fering in theirwillingness to pay and the restrictions for

which they qualify. Talluri and van Ryzin (2004) show

that to maximize revenue, it is optimal for the airline to

offer only subsets in M � {{Y}, {Y,K}, {Y,K,M}}, even
if there are 8 � 2

3

possible offer sets to consider. When

the airline follows the optimal policy, choice observa-

tions are collected on a nested collection of subsets.

By Theorem 3.4, the choice graph for this example is

{Y} {Y,K} {Y,K,M} .
Theorem 3.4. The choice graph for the nested collection M
is the line graph S

1
− S

2
− · · · − Sm .

To prove the above result, we need to show that for

any three disjoint collections of subsets A,B,C ⊆ M,

if A and B are separated by C in the line graph, then

AñB | C. We provide a proof sketch here for the case

when each collection, A, B, and C, consists of a single

set; the detailed proof is given in Online Appendix A.1.

In particular, consider the sets Si , S j , and Sk with i <
j < k, so that Si ⊂ S j ⊂ Sk , and, therefore, S j separates Si
from Sk in the line graph. Let zi ∈ Si , z j ∈ S j , and zk ∈ Sk
be the respective choices, such thatDSi

(zi)∩DS j
(z j),�

and DSk
(zk) ∩DS j

(z j) ,�. We now show that DSi
(zi) ∩

DS j
(z j) ∩DSk

(zk) , � to establish that Si ñ Sk | S j . For

that, note that

DSi
(zi)∩DS j

(z j),� if and only if z j∈S j\Si or z j�zi ,

and

DSk
(zk)∩DS j

(z j),� if and only if zk∈Sk\S j or z j�zk .
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Consider a ranking σ ∈DSi
(zi)∩DS j

(z j).Wemodify σ as
follows: If zk ∈ Sk\S j , we obtain the modified ranking σ̃
by moving zk to the top of the list σ, so that zk becomes

the most preferred product under σ̃. Because zk <
Si ∪ S j , this modification does not affect the choices

from Si and S j ; therefore, we have σ̃ ∈DSi
(zi)∩DS j

(z j)∩
DSk
(zk). On the other hand, if zk � z j , we obtain σ̃ by

moving all of the elements in Sk\S j to the bottom of σ.
Again, because (Sk\S j) ∩ (S j ∪ Si)��, the choices from
both Si and S j are unaffected; therefore, we also have

σ̃ ∈ DSi
(zi) ∩DS j

(z j) ∩DSk
(zk). In both cases, we have

shown that DSi
(zi) ∩DS j

(z j) ∩DSk
(zk),�, which is the

desired result.

3.2. Choice Graphs for Laminar Collections
The laminar collection generalizes the nested collec-

tion. A collection M is laminar if it has the property

that for any two distinct sets A,B ∈M, either A ⊂ B, or
B ⊂ A, or A ∩ B � �; in other words, any two sets are

either disjoint or contain each other. Let T � (M,E) be
the graph representing the laminar collection M with

vertices corresponding to the sets in M and an edge

{S
1
, S

2
} ∈ E between the two sets S

1
and S

2
if and only

if they are adjacent. Two subsets A,B ∈M are adjacent if
they are not disjoint and there is no other subset X ∈M,

such that A ⊂ X ⊂ B or B ⊂ X ⊂ A. The main result of

this section is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5. The choice graph for the laminar collection
M is the forest (a collection of disjoint trees) T� (M,E).

The proof of this theorem is given in Online Ap-

pendix A.2. Here, we present a motivating example. In

practice, the laminar collection arises naturally when

customers use the EBA screening process (Tversky

and Kahneman 1974) to form consideration sets before

making a purchase. In the EBA screening process, cus-

tomers essentially whittle down large product spaces

by sequentially eliminating products that do not meet

their criteria. Figure 1 provides an example from a

RM application. Suppose a customer is looking for a

one-way economy flight from Los Angeles, CA (LAX)

to Toronto, ON (YYZ) on July 25, 2015. This example

has a total of eight itineraries, with each one described

Figure 1. Illustration of the EBA Screening Process for a One-Way Flight Itinerary from LAX to YYZ on June 25, 2015

Features
L1: Departure time
L2: Number of connections
L3: Airline

Choice of LAX–YYZ economy flight itineraries on June 25, 2015

Morning (A.M.) flights

A.M. nonstop flights

United
UA8328

Itinerary #1 Itinerary #2 Itinerary #3 Itinerary #4 Itinerary #5 Itinerary #6 Itinerary #7 Itinerary #8

Air Canada
AC786

United
UA8022

Air Canada
AC790

Air Canada
AC782

/421

Delta
DL1154

/4956

Air Canada
AC774

/405

Delta
DL1833

/3706

A.M. flights with 1 stop P.M. flights with 1 stopP.M. nonstop flights

Afternoon (P.M.) flights

Note. The data were collected on March 1, 2015, from Orbitz.com.

by three attributes: departure time, number of connec-

tions, and airline. We label the itineraries 1, 2, . . . , 8, as
shown at the bottom of Figure 1.

Orbitz.com allows customers to filter their search

results by various attributes. For this example, we

assume that customers follow the EBA screening pro-

cess to narrow their search results. For instance, a

customer who prefers nonstop flights that depart in

the morning would filter the search results on these

attributes to arrive at the consideration set {1, 2},
and then make a choice from this set. In a similar

way, customers who prefer afternoon flights would

choose from the consideration set (or the effective
offer set) {5, 6, 7, 8}. Because Orbitz.com can observe

the filtered search results, the purchase data pro-

vides choice observations from effective offer sets

from the following laminar collection: M � {{1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {5, 6, 7, 8}, {1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6},
{7, 8}, {1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}, {6}, {7}, {8}}. The choice
graph for this example, obtained by joining adjacent

sets, is the following tree:

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}

{1, 2, 3, 4}

{1, 2}

{1} {2}

{3, 4}

{3} {4}

{5, 6, 7, 8}

{5, 6}

{5} {6}

{7, 8}

{7} {8}

3.3. Choice Graphs for Differentiated Collections
The differentiated collection M � {A

0
,A

1
, . . . ,Al} com-

prises sets that possess a common core but are other-

wise disjoint. It has the property in which Ai ∩A j � A
0

for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l so that the set A
0
forms the com-

mon core of products present in every set. Beyond the

core products, there is no overlap in the subsets. Con-

sider a star-shaped choice graph with A
0
at the center

and edges from A
0
to Ai for each i; more formally, let

Star� (M,E) be the graph with node setM and edge set

E � {(A
0
,Ai): 1 ≤ i ≤ l}. Theorem 3.6 shows that Star is

a choice graph of M.

http://Orbitz.com
http://Orbitz.com
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A differentiated collection arises when, in addition

to common products, firms carry a unique subcollec-

tion of products in each store to cater to local tastes.

A chain of grocery stores often carries a common set of

popular products, but each store differentiates itself by

carrying locally sourced products, such as local cheese

or beer. As an example, consider a retailer with stores

in Indianapolis, Detroit, and St. Louis. By analyzing the

actual grocery transaction data from the IRI academic

data set (Bronnenberg et al. 2008), we identified the

following brands of soup that were sold at each of the

three stores; the number in parentheses next to each

brand is the product ID, which ranges from 1 to 7.

• Indianapolis: Healthy Choice (1), Campbell’s (2),

Progresso (3), Health Valley (4), Pacific (5)

• Detroit: Healthy Choice (1), Campbell’s (2), Pro-

gresso (3), Hormel (6)

• St. Louis: Healthy Choice (1), Campbell’s (2), Pro-

gresso (3), Private Label (7)

A0 = {1, 2, 3} A1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}

A2 = {1, 2, 3, 6}

A3 = {1, 2, 3, 7}

In this example, the common core set of products

is given by A
0
� {1, 2, 3}, and we have the following

collection of offer sets: A
1
� {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for the Indi-

anapolis store, A
2
� {1, 2, 3, 6} for the Detroit store, and

A
3
� {1, 2, 3, 7} for the St. Louis store. The figure on

the left shows the choice graph for this example. Note

that the choice graph of the differentiated collection is

a tree, but the collection is not laminar. The main result

of this section is stated in the following theorem, the

proof of which is given in Online Appendix A.3.

Theorem 3.6. The star-graph Star is the choice graph for
the differentiated collection M.

3.4. Choice Graphs for k-Deletion Collections
The k-deletion collection, denoted by Delk , consists

of subsets obtained from N � {1, 2, . . . , n} by deleting

at most k products. For any subset A ⊆ N , let NA �

N\A. Then, Delk � {NA: |A| ≤ k}, so Del
0
� {N}, Del

1
�

{N,N{i}: i ∈ N}, Del
2
� {N,N{i} ,N{i , j}: i ∈ N, j ∈ N,

i , j}, and so on. The k-deletion collection arises in

retail contexts when a firm faces frequent stockouts

and replenishments. In practice, retailers often main-

tain high service levels, resulting in low stockout rates,

especially in the fast-moving consumer goods indus-

tries (Gruen and Corsten 2008). As a result, at most

k � n products are stocked out at any point (see the

case study with real-world data in Section 6).

N

N{1}

N{1, 2} N{1, 3} N{1, 4} N{2, 3} N{2, 4} N{3, 4}

N{2} N{3} N{4}

The choice graph for the k-deletion collection has a

layered structure with k+1 layers (see the figure above,

for which k � 2 and N � {1, 2, 3, 4}). For any 0 ≤ l ≤
k, let F l ≡ {NA: |A| � l} denote the collection of sub-

sets obtained by deleting exactly l products from N . It

is clear that Delk �
ßk

l�0
F l . Let Gk � (Delk ,Ek) be the

layered graph whose vertices are the subsets in Delk ,

and Gk has k + 1 layers, with the subsets in F l com-

prising layer l for 0 ≤ l ≤ k. The nodes in successive

layers are connected to each other, resulting in the edge

set Ek � {{Xl ,Xl+1
}: Xl ∈ F l , Xl+1

∈ F l+1
, l � 0, 1, . . . ,

k − 1}. We have the following result, the detailed proof

of which is presented in Online Appendix A.4:

Theorem 3.7. For all k ≥ 0, the graph Gk is a choice graph
for the k-deletion collection Delk .

We conclude this section with a few remarks on the

algorithmic verification of the rational separation prop-

erty. Given a collection of subsets A, B, and C, we can

verify if the triple (zA , zB , zC) of choices are mutually

consistent in O(n) operations by forming a directed

graph with nodes as products and edges from zS to

S\{zS} for S ∈ {A,B,C}, and by checking for the pres-

ence of directed cycles. As a result, we can verify if the

subsets A, B, and C satisfy the rational separation prop-

erty in O(n4) complexity by checking Definition 3.1 for

all possible triples (zA , zB , zC). In a similar way, we can

verify the rational separation property for any three

collections of subsets A, B, and C, albeit with expo-

nential complexity. The details are shown in Online

Appendix B.

4. Limits of Rationality in Trees
We now derive the complexity of computing the LoR

when the underlying choice graph T � (M,E) is a tree.

We first establish that the Rank Aggregation LP can

be solved in linear time by using O(n |M|) operations.
This complexity is the best possible bound (up to con-

stant factors) because reading all of the problem inputs

{ci , S: i ∈ S, S ∈ M} requires Ω(n |M|) operations. We

prove the result by designing an efficient DP to find

the optimal solution. We also describe a compact lin-

ear program with O(n |M|) variables and O(n |M|) con-
straints to determine the optimal solution using off-

the-shelf tools. The main result of this section is stated

in the following theorem.
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Theorem 4.1 (Linear Time Computation of LoR(M)). If the
underlying choice graph is a tree T � (M,E), then the Rank

Aggregation LP can be solved via a DP in linear time with
O(n |M|) operations.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5, the Rank Aggregation LP is

equivalent to Z∗ � min{∑S∈M czS , S | zS ∈ S ∀S ∈ M,⋂
S∈MDS(zS) , �}. Pick an arbitrary vertex in T, label

it as root, and treat it as the root vertex in the tree.

In addition, for any S ∈ M, let T(S) denote the collec-
tion of subsets (aka vertices) in the subtree rooted at S;
for mathematical convenience, we exclude S from T(S).
Note that it follows from the tree structure of the choice

graph that if S
1
, S

2
, S

1
< T(S

2
), and S

2
< T(S

1
), then

T(S
1
)∩T(S

2
)��. For each S ∈M, define the value func-

tion VS: S→� for the subtree rooted at S as follows:

VS(zS)� czS , S +min

{ ∑
A∈T(S)

czA ,A

���� zA ∈ A ∀A ∈ T(S),

DS(zS) ∩DT(S)(zT(S)),�
}
,

where DT(S)(zT(S)) �
⋂

A∈T(S)DA(zA). By definition, Z∗ �
minzroot∈root Vroot(zroot). Note that

VS(zS)�czS ,S+min

{ ∑
A∈Children(S)

[
czA ,A+

∑
B∈T(A)

czB ,B

] ����DS(zS)

∩
( ⋂

A∈Children(S)
[DA(zA)∩DT(A)(zT(A))]

)
,�

}
.

To obtain an efficient dynamic programming recursion,

we now exploit the rational separation as described by

the choice tree. Note that

DS(zS)∩
( ⋂

A∈Children(S)
[DA(zA)∩DT(A)(zT(A))]

)
,�

⇔ DS(zS)∩DA(zA)∩DT(A)(zT(A)),� ∀A∈Children(S)
⇔ DS(zS)∩DA(zA),� and

DA(zA)∩DT(A)(zT(A)),� ∀A∈Children(S),

where the first equivalence follows because S rationally
separates its children and their descendants from one

another; that is, for any two children A
1
and A

2
of S,

(A
1
∪ T(A

1
)) ñ (A

2
∪ T(A

2
)) | S because each path from

A
1
∪ T(A

1
) to A

2
∪ T(A

2
) must go through S. Similarly,

the second equivalence follows because for each A ∈
Children(S), A rationally separates S from T(A); that is,
S ñ T(A) | A because all paths from S to T(A) must go

through A. It now follows that

VS(zS)�czS ,S+min

{ ∑
A∈Children(S)

[
czA ,A+

∑
B∈T(A)

czB ,B

] ����DS(zS)

∩DA(zA),�, and DA(zA)∩DT(A)(zT(A)),�

∀A∈Children(S),
}

�czS ,S+
∑

A∈Children(S)
min

{
czA ,A+

∑
B∈T(A)

czB ,B

����DS(zS)

∩DA(zA),�, and DA(zA)∩DT(A)(zT(A)),�
}

�czS ,S+
∑

A∈Children(S)
min

zA∈A:DS(zS)∩DA(zA),�
VA(zA),

where the last equality follows from the definition of

VA(zA). The above recursion allows us to start at the

leaf vertices of T, traverse in a breadth-first search,

and recursively compute the value functions until we

reach root.
Complexity: By traversing the choice graph in a

breadth-first search manner, the DP recursion can be

computed in linear time using O(n |M|) operations. The
details are in Online Appendix C.1. �

An immediate corollary of Theorem 4.1 is that the

complexity of computing the LoR for the nested, lam-

inar, and differentiated collections (introduced in Sec-

tion 3) is O(n |M|). We emphasize that the linear run-

ning time in Theorem 4.1 is the best one possible

because the number of parameters |{ci , S: i ∈ S, S ∈M}|
for the problem is already at leastΩ(n |M|) in the worst

case.

An Alternative Computational Method Based on Lin-
ear Programming (LP). In practical applications, hav-

ing algorithms that exploit off-the-shelf optimization

packages is often desirable. For a tree choice graph,

the Rank Aggregation LP can also be reformulated as

a compact linear program with just O(n |M|) variables
and constraints. This result is stated in the Theorem 4.2,

the proof of which is in Online Appendix C.2, which

also gives specific examples of the compact LP rep-

resentation for the nested, laminar, and differentiated

collections introduced in Section 3.

Theorem 4.2 (Compact LP for Tree). When the choice
graph T� (M,E) is a tree, theRank Aggregation LP can be
equivalently reformulated as the following LP with O(n |M|)
variables and constraints:

min

{∑
S∈M

∑
i∈S

ci , S yi , S

���� yr,A ≤ zr, {A,B} and yr,B ≤ zr, {A,B}

∀ r ∈ A∩ B, {A,B} ∈ E,
∑
i∈S

yi , S � 1 ∀S ∈M,∑
r∈A∩B

zr, {A,B} � 1 ∀ {A,B} ∈ E, y ≥ 0, z ≥ 0
}
.

5. Limits of Rationality for General Graphs
We now extend the results of Section 4 to arbitrary

choice graphs that are not necessarily trees. Our exten-

sion uses the concept of tree decomposition of a graph

and the corresponding tree width. These concepts are

well known in classic graph theory and are used
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to describe the computational complexity of many

algorithms on graphs. In Section 5.1, we present the

concepts of tree decomposition and tree width. Then,

in Section 5.2, we consider the problem of computing

the limit of rationality in general choice graphs. We

show that if the tree width is bounded, then the Rank

Aggregation LP can be solved efficiently in polynomial

time by formulating the rank aggregation problem as

a DP on the tree decomposition of the choice graph.

We then develop methods to deal with the graphs of

unbounded tree width by using the new concept of

choice depth, which is unique to choice graphs.

5.1. Tree Decomposition and Tree Width
We first review the concepts of tree decomposition and

tree width by using the definition given by Robertson

and Seymour (1986); seeHalin (1976) andDiestel (2005)

for equivalent definitions.

Definition 5.1. A tree decomposition of a choice graph

G � (M,E) is a connected tree TG with nodes indexed

by {X b : b ∈ B}. For all b ∈ B, the node X b ⊆ M is a sub-
set of the vertices of G and is referred to as a bag of

vertices. The collection of bags {X b : b ∈ B} satisfies the
following properties:

1. M�
⋃

b∈B X b .

2. For every edge {S
1
, S

2
} ∈E in graphG, there exists

a bag X b , such that {S
1
, S

2
} ⊆ X b .

3. Running intersection property: If X b and X c con-

tain a set S ∈ M, then every bag in the unique path

between X b and X c must also contain S.
The width of the tree decomposition TG, denoted by

width(TG), is equal to the size of the largest bag minus

one; that is, maxb∈B |X b | −1. The tree width of a graphG,
denoted by tw(G), is the minimum width among all

tree decompositions of G.

Note that G has many tree decompositions. A trivial

one is a tree with a single bag consisting of all vertices

in the original graph. The problem of computing the

tree width of a graph is NP-complete (Arnborg et al.

1987), but extensive research efforts to develop efficient

algorithms for finding tree decompositions with small

widths have been made (Fomin and Kratsch 2010). We

do not address this particular issue here, as it is beyond

the scope of our paper.

Each bag X b ⊆ M in a tree decomposition TG cor-

responds to a collection of subsets. To distinguish

between the vertices of the original graph G and those

of TG, we will refer to a vertex in TG as a bag of sub-

sets. It is important to note that if the choice graph G
is already a tree, then G is NOT its tree decomposi-

tion; rather, a tree decomposition of G will be a graph,

where each bag X b � {S1
, S

2
} consists of exactly two

subsets, such that {S
1
, S

2
} ∈E corresponds to an edge in

the original tree. Therefore, if the original choice graph

is a tree, then its tree width is equal to 2 − 1 � 1. The

following lemma shows that our concept of rational

separation from Definition 3.1 is preserved under any

tree decomposition.

Lemma 5.2 (Preservation of Rational Separation). Every
tree decomposition TG of a choice graphG preserves the ratio-
nal separation encapsulated inG; that is, for any bagX k that
lies on the unique path between bags X i and X j , we have
X i ñX j | X k .

Proof. It suffices to show that whenever X k separates

X i from X j in TG, then X k also separates X i from X j
in the original graph G. To arrive at a contradiction,

we suppose on the contrary that there exist A ∈X i and

B ∈X j , such that for some path A � C
0
−C

1
− · · · −Cm −

Cm+1
� B in G, we have Cl <X k for all 0 ≤ l ≤ m + 1.

Now, consider the edges el � {Cl ,Cl+1
} for 0 ≤ l ≤ m

in the original graph G. Property 2 in Definition 5.1 of

the tree decomposition implies that for 0 ≤ l ≤ m, there

exists a bag Y l in the tree decomposition TG, such that

el � {Cl ,Cl+1
} ⊆ Y l . By our construction, A � C

0
∈ Y

0

and B � Cm+1
∈Ym .

Claim 1: For each 0 ≤ l ≤ m − 1, the bag X k does not lie

on the path fromY l toY l+1
. To prove this, we note that

by construction, Cl+1
∈Y l and Cl+1

∈Y l+1
. Then, by the

running intersection property in Definition 5.1, every

path connecting Y l and Y l+1
in TG must contain Cl+1

.

Because we are assuming that Cl+1
<X k , it follows that

X k cannot lie on the path from Y l to Y l+1
in graph TG.

The claim thus follows.

Claim 2: There is a path in the tree decomposition TG
from X i to Y

0
that does not contain X k , and there is

a path in the tree decomposition TG from Ym to X j
that does not contain X k . To prove this, note that both

bags X i and Y
0
contain C

0
, so by the running inter-

section property of the tree decomposition, it must be

that every bag in the path from X i to Y
0
also contains

C
0
. Since C

0
< X k , it must be that X k does not lie on

this path, giving the desired result. The proof for the

path fromYm to X j is exactly the same. The claim thus

follows.

It then follows from Claims 1 and 2 that there is

a path in the tree decomposition TG from X i to X j
through the bags Y

0
,Y

1
, . . . ,Ym that does not con-

tain X k . This contradicts the fact that X k separates X i
andX j in TG. Therefore, we must haveX i ñX j |X k . �

Because every tree decomposition preserves rational

separation, we can solve the Rank Aggregation LP on

the tree decomposition. As the first step, the following

lemma shows that we can always find a tree decompo-

sition with at most |M| bags. The result follows imme-

diately from the vertex elimination algorithm of Rose

et al. (1976), and we omit the details.

Lemma 5.3 (Theorem 9 in Rose et al. 1976). We can al-
ways construct a tree decomposition of graph G with at most
|M| bags by using O(|M| + |E|) operations.
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5.2. Computing LoR(M) in General Choice Graphs
We now consider the problem of computing the limit

of rationality in a general choice graph. When the tree

width of a choice graph is bounded, the following the-

orem shows that the Rank Aggregation LP can be

solved in polynomial time.

Theorem 5.4 (Complexity in Tree Width). The Rank Ag-

gregation LP can be solved in O(|M|n4+2tw(G)) operations.
The proof of Theorem 5.4 makes use of a dynamic

programming equation that is similar to the one used

in the proof of Theorem 4.1; the detail is in Online

Appendix D.1. In addition, for a general choice graph

with a bounded tree width, we can also solve the

Rank Aggregation LP by using a linear program

with O(|M|n2(tw(G)+1)) variables and O(|M|ntw(G)+1) con-
straints. This result is stated in the following theorem,

whose proof is given in Online Appendix D.2.

Theorem 5.5 (LP for Bounded Tree Width). For any col-
lection M of subsets and the associated choice graph G, the
Rank Aggregation LP can be formulated as a linear pro-
gram with O(|M|n2(tw(G)+1)) variables and O(|M|ntw(G)+1)
constraints.

Dealing with Choice Graphs with Large Tree Widths.
The results thus far encompass a broad range of set col-

lections with tree choice graphs, including the nested,

laminar, and differentiated collections. Recall from Sec-

tion 3.4 that Gk denotes the choice graph for the k-
deletion collection, Delk . Note that G

1
is a tree, so its

tree width is one. However, for k ≥ 2, Gk is not a tree,

and as shown in Lemma 5.7, its tree width is at least n.
When the tree width of the choice graph increases

with the number of products, the methods from the

previous sections become intractable because the com-

putational complexity scales exponentially in the tree

width. Fortunately, for many collections of subsets,

including the k-deletion collection, we can still solve

the Rank Aggregation LP efficiently. To describe this

result, we introduce the following new concept that is

unique to the choice graph.

Definition 5.6 (Choice Depth). Given a tree decomposi-

tion TG of a choice graph G � (M,E), the choice depth

under TG—denoted by cd(G,TG)—is defined by

cd(G,TG)�max

b∈B

{����⋃
S∈X b

S
����−min

A∈X b

|A|
}
,

and the choice depth of G, denoted by cd(G), is defined
as the minimum of the choice depth under all possible

tree decompositions of G; i.e., cd(G) � min{cd(G,TG):
TG is a tree decomposition of G}.
The choice depth concept is unique to the choice

graph and is fundamentally different from the classic

tree width concept. As shown in the following lemma

(proved in Online Appendix D.3), the choice depth of

a graph can be much smaller than the tree width.

Lemma 5.7 (Unbounded Tree Width But Small Choice
Depth). For all 2 ≤ k < n, the choice graph Gk (as defined in
Section 3.4) of the k-deletion collection Delk has tree width
of at least n and choice depth of at most k; that is, cd(Gk) ≤
k < n ≤ tw(Gk).

The main result of this section is stated in the fol-

lowing theorem, which characterizes the complexity

of the LoR in terms of choice depth. The proof uses

the same DP equation, as in the proof of Theorem 5.4,

but exploits the special structure of the choice graph to

show that instead of maintaining the top-ranked prod-

uct in each set in each bag, maintaining the ranking

of the top cd(G)+ 1 products in each bag suffices. The

proof of this result is given in Online Appendix D.4.

Theorem 5.8 (Complexity in Choice Depth). For any col-
lection of subsets M and the associated choice graph G, the
Rank Aggregation LP can be solved in O(|M|n4+2cd(G)).

LP for Graphs with Bounded Choice Depth. As a com-

panion to the LP in Theorem 5.5, we now describe

a compact LP to solve the rank aggregation problem

for graphs with bounded choice depth. Suppose that

cd(G) ≤ k − 1. Let TG be a tree decomposition of the

choice graph G with the collection of bags {X b : b ∈ B}
and choice depth less than or equal to k. For any set

S ⊂ N , let Ok(S) denote the set of all possible top k
orderings of the elements in S; that is, Ok(S) � {a ∈
Sk

: ai , a j ∀ i , j, 1 ≤ i , j ≤ k}, where Sk � S × S × · · · × S
denotes the k-fold Cartesian product of the set S. For
each b ∈ B, let Ub �

⋃
S∈X b

S denote the collection of

all products comprising the bag X b . For any b ∈ B and
a ∈ O(Ub), let P k(a,Ub) ⊂ Pn denote the set of rankings

σ that result in a as the top k ordering among the ele-

ments in Ub ; that is,

P k(a,Ub)� {σ ∈Pn | the top k products under

σ correspond to the vector a}.

Let zX b
� (zS: S ∈X b) denote the vector of choices from

all of the subsets in the bag X b . We let Ok(Ub , zX b
)

denote the top k orderings a∈Ok(Ub) that are consistent
with the choices zX b

; that is,

Ok(Ub , zX b
)�

{
a ∈ Ok(Ub) | zS � a j∗S

where

j∗S � min

1≤l≤k: al∈S
l ∀S ∈X b

}
.

For each b ∈ B and a ∈ Ok(Ub), we introduce the vari-

ables xb , a that correspond to the probability that a is

the top k ordering among the elements in Ub . For any

a
1
∈ Ok(Ub

1

) and a
2
∈ Ok(Ub

2

) that are consistent with

each other—that is, P k(a1
,Ub

1

) ∩ P k(a2
,Ub

2

) , �—let

wb
1
, a

1
, b

2
, a

2

be the joint probability that a
1
and a

2
are the
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top k orderings among Ub
1

and Ub
2

, respectively. We

now define the polyhedron H as follows:

H �

{
(yb

zXb
: b ∈B, DX b

(zX b
),�)

���� yb
zXb

�
∑

a∈Ok (Ub , zXb
)
xb , a

∀ b ∈ B, zX b
, such that DX b

(zX b
),�

xb
1
, a

1

�
∑

a
2
∈Ok (Ub

2

):Pk (a2
,Ub

2

)∩Pk (a1
,Ub

1

),�
wb

1
, a

1
, b

2
, a

2

∀edge {X b
1

,X b
2

} ∈ TG and a
1
∈ Ok(Ub

1

)
xb

2
, a

2

�
∑

a
1
∈Ok (Ub

1

):Pk (a2
,Ub

2

)∩Pk (a1
,Ub

1

),�
wb

1
, a

1
, b

2
, a

2

∀edge {X b
1

,X b
2

} ∈ TG and a
2
∈ Ok(Ub

2

)∑
a∈Ok (Ub )

xb , a � 1 ∀ b ∈ B

All variables are nonnegative

}
.

The number of variables and constraints in the

above LP is determined by the cardinality of the set

{zX b
: DX b

(zX b
) , �}, for each bag X b . As noted above

and as shown in the proof of Theorem 5.8, the vector of

top choices zX b
from all subsets S ∈X b can be recovered

from the top (1+cd(G))-ranked products in the bagX b .

Therefore, we must have

|{zX b
:DX b

(zX b
),�}|�O(n1+cd(G))�O(nk), for each b ,

because cd(G) ≤ k − 1. Now, because the number of

bags is at most |M| (cf. Lemma 5.3), it follows that the

polyhedron H is described by O(|M|n2k) variables and
O(|M|nk) constraints. The main result of this section is

that  is equal to H , as stated below. The proof is in

Online Appendix D.5.

Theorem 5.9 (LP for Small Choice Depth). Given a collec-
tion of subsets M and the associated choice graph G with
cd(G) ≤ k − 1, we have  �H .

For the (k − 1)-deletion collection from Section 3.4,

we can express the polyhedron H even more com-

pactly. Note that cd(Delk−1
) � k − 1. For the (k − 1)-

deletion collection, Ub �
⋃

S∈X b
S � N for all b ∈ B, which

simplifies the above polyhedron because we can omit

the variables wb
1
, a

1
, b

2
, a

2

. Moreover, the dependence on

the bag index b ∈ B can be dropped. With yi , S denot-

ing the probability that i is chosen from subset S, the
polyhedron for the k-deletion collection—denoted by

H(Delk−1
)—can be compactly described as follows:

H(Delk−1
)�

{
(yi , S: i ∈ S, S ∈M)

���� ∑
a∈Ok (N)

xa � 1,

yi , S �
∑

a∈Ok (N, zS)
xa ∀ i ∈ S, S ∈M

}
.

This result is summarized in the following corollary.

Corollary 5.10 (LP for the (k−1)-Deletion Collection). For
the (k − 1)-deletion collection, the associated Rank Ag-

gregation LP requires only O(nk) variables and O(nk)
constraints.

Thus far, we have shown that for any set collection

whose choice graph admits a small choice depth, the

corresponding LoR can be computed efficiently. Com-

plementing this result, we now demonstrate a set col-

lection whose choice depth increases with the number

of products n, and the corresponding Rank Aggre-

gation LP is NP-hard. By Lemma 2.5, the Rank Ag-

gregation LP is NP-hard for the collection of all pairs

of products Pairs � {{i , j}: i , j}. The next proposi-

tion shows that for this collection of subsets, both tree

width and choice depth increase with the number of

products n. The proof is given in Online Appendix D.6.

Proposition 5.11 (Unbounded Choice Depth and Tree
Width). For every choice graphG� (Pairs,E) associated with
the collection Pairs, we have tw(G) ≥ 2(n − 2) and cd(G) ≥
n − 2.

5.3. Extension to Allow an Additional
Structure on Rankings

The development, thus far, has considered distribu-

tions over all possible rankings. In some contexts, ratio-

nality imposes an additional structure, which con-

strains the space of possible rankings. For example, in

several retail contexts, products are offered on price

or display promotion, and rationality dictates that the

promoted copy of a product is always preferred over its

corresponding nonpromoted copy. This structure can

be captured through a constrained set of rankings of

over 2n items, where each item is either a promoted

or a nonpromoted copy of a product and each ranking

is constrained to prefer the promoted copies over the

corresponding nonpromoted copies of all n products

(see Section 6.2). In a similar way, price promotions

with multiple levels of discounts may be captured by

creating a copy for each level of discount. Our frame-

work, including all of the concepts and the theoreti-

cal results, that we developed above extends almost

immediately when considering distributions over a

constrained set of rankings. The details are shown in

Online Appendix D.7.

6. Case Study on the IRI Academic
Data Set

In this section, we present the results from apply-

ing our methodology to compute the rationality loss

and the parametric losses from fitting commonly used

choice models to the IRI Academic Data set (Bronnen-

berg et al. 2008). This data set consists of real-world

purchase transactions of consumer packaged goods for

grocery and drug store chains, collected from 47 mar-

kets across the United States. The purpose of our case
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study is twofold: (a) quantify the magnitude of the

rationality loss vis-à-vis the total loss incurred from

using common parametric models for different grocery

product categories and (b) demonstrate a diagnostic

tool based on our methodology that provides guid-

ance for model selection—both for choosing the model

complexity within the RUM family and for determin-

ing when going beyond the RUM family is necessary.

For our analysis, we focused on the multinomial logit

(MNL) and the 15-class mixture of logits (LCMNL)

models, both of which are known to be consistent with

the RUM assumption.

6.1. Data Analysis
The data consist of weekly sales transactions aggre-

gated over all customers. Because of the large volume

of transactions, we focused on data from calendar year

2007, specifically the first two weeks of the year. The

resulting transactions span 29 product categories (see

Table EC.1 in Online Appendix E.1).

We processed the data separately for each category

to obtain choice data in the form of a collection of offer

sets and corresponding aggregated sales fractions. For

this, we first need to define our unit of analysis, the

“product,” for each category. In the data set, items are

identified at the most granular level in terms of their

respective universal product codes (UPCs). We can-

not work directly with each UPC because many UPCs

have very few sales records. To deal with data sparsity,

we aggregated the items with the same vendor code

(comprising digits 4–8 in the UPC) into a single “ven-

dor.” Of the resulting vendors, we focused our analysis

on the top nine purchased vendors (across all stores

during the two-week period), labeling each of them as

a product. We then combined the remaining vendors

into one (the 10th) product, yielding a mapping from

each UPC to one of the 10 product IDs (n � 10). Aggre-

gating UPCs with the same vendor code is a common

technique used in data pre-processing (Bronnenberg

and Mela 2004, Ailawadi et al. 2006, Nĳs et al. 2007).

Converting the Raw Transaction Data to Choice Obser-
vations. With the products defined as above, we con-

verted the sales transactions for each category into

choice observations, as described next. Different cate-

gories were processed separately, and we followed the

same processing steps for all of the categories. For a

given category, let T denote
3

the collection of purchase

transactions (see Table EC.1 for the numbers of trans-

actions |T | across categories), where each transaction

consists of the following information: the week of the

purchase, the store ID where the purchase occurred,

the UPC of the purchased product, the quantity pur-

chased, the price paid, and an indicator of whether the

product was on price or display promotion. For each

transaction t ∈ T , let jt ∈ {1, . . . , n} denote the prod-

uct ID of the purchased UPC; It ∈ {0, 1}, the promo-

tion indicator (1 if promoted and 0 otherwise); wt , the

week of purchase; and st , the store of purchase. We

processed these transactions in two steps: (i) identify-

ing the offer and promotion sets and (ii) computing the

corresponding sales fractions.

Step 1: Identifying the offer and promotion sets. We

associated each store-week combination in our data set

with an offer and a promotion set. The offer sets of

products vary across stores because of differences in

the assortments carried, and across weeks within each

store because of operational reasons, such as stockouts.

With store s and week w, we associated the offer set

Ss ,w �
⋃

t∈T { jt : st � s ,wt � w} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, defined as

the union of all products, in the category, that were

purchased at least once during week w at store s. This
construction provides only an approximation because

a product might have been stocked out during the

middle of the week, resulting in an overestimation of

the offer set, or might not have been purchased at all,

resulting in an underestimation of the offer set. The

estimation errors, however, tend to be small in this data

set because each product is obtained by aggregating

tens or hundreds of UPCs, and a stockout or nonpur-

chase of a product will happen only when all the UPCs

corresponding to the product are stocked out or not

purchased, which is rare.

The purchase behavior is also affected by promo-

tion activity. Therefore, we associated with each store

s and week w the set of promoted products Ps ,w ⊆
Ss ,w , defined as Ps ,w � { j ∈ Ss ,w : ∃ t ∈ T s.t. jt � j,
It � 1, st � s ,wt � w}, containing all of the products

that were purchased on promotion at least once dur-

ing week w at store s.4 As is the case for the offer sets,

our construction only yields an approximation because

the promotion status of a product might have changed

during the week, and we did not observe it. Without

additional data, our construction results in reasonable

approximations, particularly because when a product

is promoted at least once during a week, we observe

that most of its purchases in the week occurred during

the promotion.

Theaboveprocedure resulted in the collectionofoffer

set and promotion set combinations M � {(Ss ,w ,Ps ,w):
(s ,w) is a store-week combination} for each category.

Note that having the same offer set at a store for two

differentweeksbutwithdifferentpromotion sets is pos-

sible because the store is running different promotion

campaigns. Therefore, we keep track of the ordered

pairs (S,P).

Step 2: Computing the sales fractions. For each offer

set and promotion set combination (S,P) ∈M, we com-

puted the corresponding sales fractions f j, S,P as the

fraction of times j was purchased when the offer set

was S and the promotion set was P. More precisely, we
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set MS,P �
∑

t∈T �[Sst ,wt
� S,Pst ,wt

� P], the number of

times (S,P)was offered and

f j, S,P �
1

MS,P

∑
t∈T

�[ jt � j and Sst ,wt
� S, Pst ,wt

� P].

Table EC.1 reports the data summary; in particular, |T |,
|M|, and (1/|M|)∑(S,P)∈MMS,P · |S | for each of the 29 prod-

uct categories.

Preparing Promotion Data for Rationality Loss Compu-
tation. Because both the offer and promotion sets vary

in our data set, we used the extension of our framework

that can handle constrained rankings. Specifically, we

encoded the promotion information by creating two

copies of each product—a nonpromoted copy and a

promoted copy—and by enlarging the product space

to 2n items, consisting of the promoted and nonpro-

moted copies of all n products. The key observation

we made is that customers always prefer the promoted

copy of a product over its nonpromoted copy. There-

fore, we modeled the preferences of a population of

customers through a distribution over rankings of 2n
items that are constrained, such that the promoted

copies of products are always preferred over their cor-

responding nonpromoted copies. In other words, cus-

tomers were modeled through a distribution over a

constrained set of rankings, and the rationality loss was

computed by finding the distribution that minimizes

the loss.

More precisely, let ( j, 0) and ( j, 1) denote the non-

promoted and promoted copies of j, respectively, and
let Pcon

2n ⊆ P
2n denote the set of constrained rankings

defined as Pcon
2n � {σ ∈ P

2n : σ( j, 1) < σ( j, 0) ∀ j ∈ N}.
Correspondingly, we mapped each tuple (S,P) to the

set A(S,P) � {( j, 0): j ∈ S\P} ∪ {( j, 1): j ∈ P}, com-

prising the appropriate copy of each product. Let M̃
denote {A(S,P): (S,P) ∈ M}, and M ˜S and fa , ˜S respec-

tively denote MS,P and fa , S,P , where
˜S � A(S,P) and

a � ( j, 1) if j ∈ P and ( j, 0), otherwise.

6.2. Computing the Rationality and
Parametric Losses

For each category, we used the choice observations to

compute the rationality loss and the parametric losses

from fitting the single-class MNL (henceforth, simply

MNL) and 15-class latent class MNL (henceforth, sim-

ply LCMNL) models. The LCMNL model class sub-

sumes the MNL model; therefore, the parametric loss

under the formerwill be smaller than that under the lat-

ter model.We focused on computing the log-likelihood

loss. For the MNL and LCMNL models, this corre-

sponds to solving theMLE problems.

Computing the Rationality Loss. We used our pro-

posed framework to compute the rationality loss. With

the notation from the previous section, the rationality

loss is given by

Rationality loss

�min

{
− 1

|T |
∑̃
S∈M̃

M ˜S

∑
a∈ ˜S

fa , ˜S log(xλ
a , ˜S
/ fa , ˜S)

���� ∑
σ∈Pcon

2n

λ(σ)�1,

λ(σ)≥0 ∀ σ∈Pcon
2n , and xa , ˜S�

∑
σ∈Pcon

2n

λ(σ) ·�[σ, a , ˜S]

∀ a∈ ˜S, ˜S∈M̃
}
. (2)

The above optimization problem is similar to the LoR

problem in (1) but with the constraint that the distribu-

tion λ is over the set of constrained rankings Pcon
2n . As

detailed in Section 5.3, our theoretical results extend

naturally for solving (2).

We solved the above constrained convex program by

using the FW algorithm. The FW algorithm is a clas-

sic algorithm for solving constrained convex programs.

We implemented the following standard variant (see

Algorithms 1–3 in Jaggi 2013): let x(k) be the solution

of (2) at the end of iteration k. We update the solution

in iteration k + 1 by solving the Rank Aggregation LP

with ca , ˜S � (∂/∂xa , ˜S)loss(fM̃ , x)|x�x(k) for all a ∈ ˜S, ˜S ∈ M̃
but over the constrained set of rankings Pcon

2n to obtain

the optimal solution s∗(k), and then by performing the

update x(k+1)
:� (1− γ∗)x(k) + γ∗s∗(k), where γ∗ is obtained

through a line search: γ∗ � argminδ∈[0, 1] loss(fM , x(k)+ δ ·
(s∗(k) − x(k))). We started the algorithm with the solution

obtained from fitting the LCMNL model (as detailed

below) as the initial solution, and determined s∗(k) by
solving the constrained Rank Aggregation LP over

the k-deletion polyhedronH(Delk), described in Corol-

lary 5.10, with k � 4. We used this approximation

because we observed that at most four (out of 10) prod-

ucts were not offered in most of the offer sets across

the categories. By carrying out the iterations until an

appropriate stopping condition is met, we obtained the

optimal loss.

Computing the Parametric Losses for the MNL and
LCMNL Models. For the MNL and LCMNL models,

we computed the total loss for each category by maxi-

mizing the log-likelihood function. The resulting opti-

mization problems are standard for these models, and

we defer the details to Online Appendix E.2. The para-

metric losses under the MNL and LCMNL models are

then obtained by subtracting the rationality loss from

their respective total losses.

6.3. Results and Discussion
For each category, we reported the rationality loss

and the parametric losses we computed. In this sec-

tion, we will discuss (a) the relationship between ratio-

nality and parametric losses (Section 6.3.1), (b) the

use of the rationality loss as a diagnostic tool for
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Figure 2. (Color online) The Rationality Loss, Parametric Loss Under the LCMNL Model, and Differences Between the

Parametric Losses of the MNL and LCMNL Models
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Notes. The categories are arranged in decreasing order of the total loss under the MNL model. The rationality loss accounts for the largest

portion of total losses across the categories.

model selection (Section 6.3.2), (c) the benefits of

going beyond the RUM family, and (d) the relation-

ship between rationality loss and market concentra-

tion. Online Appendix E.6 also presents an additional

discussion on the robustness of our results under dif-

ferent loss metrics.

6.3.1. Rationality Loss vis-à-vis Parametric Losses.
Figure 2 shows a bar graph of the different categories,

arranged in descending order of their respective total

losses under the MNL model. Each bar is composed

of three losses: the rationality loss, the LCMNL para-

metric loss, and the difference between the parametric

losses of the LCMNL and MNL models, represented

in this order. For each category, the total length of the

three bars corresponds to the parametric loss under the

MNLmodel.What is immediately striking from the bar

graph in Figure 2 is that the rationality loss accounts

for most of the total losses across the categories, with

the parametric loss being relatively small. Fitting more

complex RUM models, such as the LCMNL model,

can reduce or even eliminate (for some categories) the

parametric loss; the rationality loss cannot be reduced

unless one goes beyond the RUM class. This finding

strongly supports and encourages work on relaxing the

rationality assumption. In Online Appendix E.3, we

provide a detailed breakdown of the parametric losses

under different models.

6.3.2. Diagnostic Tool for Model Selection. The ratio-

nality losses provide guidance formodel selection, par-

ticularly in (a) choosing the number of mixture compo-

nents and in (b) going beyond rationality. Specifically,

the bar graph provides a bound on the number of

mixture components for some of the categories. For

instance, fitting the 15-class LCMNL model clearly

eliminates (essentially) all of the parametric losses for

the categories Spaghetti/Italian Sauce, Peanut Butter,

Toilet Tissue, Beer, and Blades. Consequently, 15 is an

upper bound on the number of mixture components

for these models because any further increase will

increase model complexity (thereby potentially hurt-

ing its out-of-sample predictive power) without any

benefit to the in-sample fit. The exact number of mix-

ture components can then be determined using penal-

ized likelihood methods (see Budanova 2016), which

require a bound on the number of mixture compo-

nents as an input. The bounds for other categories can

be determined by increasing the number of mixture

components until their respective parametric losses

become zero.

Our method also provides guidance on when a prac-

titioner should go beyond rationality. To aid this, we
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Figure 3. (Color online) Scatter Plot of the Rationality Loss and the Total Loss Under the MNL Model for the 29 Product

Categories
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Note. Assuming that a loss of <0.03 is acceptable, we identified the categories (in region 3) for which going beyond the RUM class is necessary

to obtain an acceptable performance.

plotted the rationality loss and the total loss under the

MNL model for all of the categories on a scatter plot.

Figure 3 represents each category as a point, with the

vertical axis value denoting the rationality loss and the

horizontal axis denoting the total loss under the MNL

model. As expected, all of the points are found below

the 45
◦
line, indicating that the rationality loss is always

less than or equal to the total loss. Model selection,

in practice, often means choosing a model that meets

a certain performance threshold. For the purposes of

illustration, suppose it is specified that a log-likelihood

loss of less than or equal to 0.03 is acceptable; this

loss corresponds to a mean absolute error of less than

2% between the predicted and the observed sales frac-

tions. The acceptable threshold naturally splits into

three regions, as follows:

1. Region 1: MNL acceptable. This region is found to

the left of the vertical line passing through Total loss�

0.03 and lying below the 45
◦
line. It consists of all of

the product categories for which the total loss under

the MNL model is acceptable; therefore, a practitioner

may stop at the MNL model for these categories.

2. Region 2: fit more complex RUM models. This

region is located below the horizontal line through

Rationality loss � 0.03 and to the right of the vertical

line through Total loss � 0.03. It consists of categories

for which the total losses (under the MNL model) are

not acceptable, but the rationality losses are acceptable,

so the practitioner can obtain acceptable levels of per-

formance by fitting more complex RUM models, such

as K-class LC-MNL models for some value of K > 1.

3. Region 3: RUM unacceptable. This region is found

below the 45
◦

line and above the horizontal line

through Rationality loss � 0.03, and it consists of 10

(out of 29) categories for the chosen value of the thresh-

old. For these categories, fitting more complex RUM

models does not result in an acceptable performance.

The observed choices are significantly irrational for

these categories, and one must go beyond the RUM

class to attain acceptable performance levels.

We also ran the same analysis using transactions

data from weeks 27 and 28 (about six months later) of

the same year 2007. We found that about 79% of prod-

uct categories were classified into the same regions in

both two-week time periods; see Online Appendix E.7

for more details. This analysis suggests that our prod-

uct classification in Figure 3 is robust over time.

6.3.3. Benefits of Going Beyond the RUM Family. The

key benefit of our approach is that it allows us to iden-

tify the product categories in region 3 of Figure 3. For

these categories, we now illustrate the benefits of going

beyond the RUM model. Notably, there is no de facto

model outside of the RUMclass that can be readily fit to

our data. We selected the generalized attraction model

(GAM) class, which was proposed by Gallego et al.

(2014) as a generalization of the basic attraction model,
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Figure 4. (Color online) Scatter Plot of the Rationality Loss and the Total Losses Under the MNL and Five Class LC-GAM

Models for the 29 Product Categories
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Notes. The fitted LC-GAM models are outside of the RUM class and are able to breach the LoR for most categories. For margbutr, LC-GAM

obtains an acceptable loss (≤0.03).

of which the MNL model is a special case, to address

the issue of overestimation of demand recapture in RM

applications. For particular values of the parameters

(also called “shadow” attractions), the GAMmodel can

be shown to be outside of the RUM class. We extended

the GAM model class for our purposes and fitted a

latent-class GAM (LC-GAM) model with five classes to

our choice data. We verified that the resulting model

instances are indeed outside of the RUM class. We

found that the LC-GAMmodel allows us to breach the

LoR formost of the 29 product categories (see Figure 4).

Indeed, the LC-GAM model attains an acceptable per-

formance (loss ≤ 0.03) for the margarine/butter (marg-

butr) category, which belongs to region 3. See Online

Appendix E.4 for details.We note thatwhile the thresh-

old of 0.03 was chosen for illustration; the appropriate

threshold will depend on the application, and corre-

spondingly, the classification of the categories into dif-

ferent regions may be different. At the end of Online

Appendix E.4, we also discuss the benefits and down-

side risks of going beyond the RUM family.

6.3.4. Factors That Might Influence Rationality Loss.
Another observation we make from the bar graph in

Figure 2 is that a large variation exists in the ratio-

nality losses across product categories. With the ratio-

nality loss interpreted as a measure of the degree to

which customers are irrational, this variation indicates

that customer purchase behavior is highly irrational

for some categories (e.g., coffee and yogurt) and less

so for the others (e.g., diapers and blades). The data

to which we had access are insufficient to provide a

convincing explanation for why customers are more

irrational when purchasing from some categories than

from others. Nevertheless, to obtain a partial explana-

tion, we computed the correlation between the ratio-

nality losses and the various category-level features.

We found that the rationality loss is strongly corre-

lated with the market concentration of the category,

defined as the KL-divergence between the uniform dis-

tribution and the market share distribution across the

different products in the category. A category in which

a small number of products capture most of the market

will have a market share distribution that is far from

a uniform distribution, and thus a high market con-

centration. On average, product categories with a low

market concentration (e.g., yogurt) are more irrational

than those with a large market concentration (e.g., dia-

pers). This observation is consistent with actual prac-

tice. A category with low market concentration, such

as Yogurt, often has frequent product introductions,

and customers tend to be variety seeking (Baltas et al.

2017), switching their purchases from one week to the

next, resulting in nontransitive preferences for each

customer. On the other hand, purchases within the dia-

pers category, with high market concentration, tend to
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be concentrated over a few products, with customers

generally remaining brand loyal across different pur-

chase instances. This purchase behavior results in pref-

erences that are generally transitive for each customer

and with a lower rationality loss.

In addition to the market concentration variable, we

also explored the correlation between the rationality

loss and a hedonic indicator,
5

taking the value 1 if

a product category possesses hedonic features (those

that are strongly associated with affective sensation

such as food and soft drinks; see, e.g., Hoyer and

Ridgway 1984, Kahn and Lehmann 1991) and 0 oth-

erwise. Using the rule that product categories corre-

sponding to food/snacks (excl. condiments), drinks,

or cigarettes are hedonic, while the rest are not, we

observed a strong positive correlation between ratio-

nality loss and the hedonic indicator variable. Exist-

ing research establishes that consumers exhibit com-

plex choice behaviors for hedonic product categories,

including preference reversal, which violates tradi-

tional utility theory (Okada 2005). These complex

choice behaviors are not sufficiently well captured by

transitive preference orderings, leading to high ratio-

nality losses. The details of our analysis are presented

in Online Appendix E.5.

Our findings indicate that going beyond the RUM

class may be particularly fruitful for product categories

with low market concentrations (or high variety seek-

ing) and hedonic attributes.

7. Conclusion and Extensions
Motivated by widely accepted observations that cus-

tomer preferences may not be rational or consistent,

we considered the problem of quantifying the LoR in

choice modeling. We formulated the problem as an

optimization problem to find the probability distri-

bution over rankings that is closest to the observed

choice data. Our key theoretical contributions include

the concepts of rational separation and choice graph that

have allowed us to characterize the source of computa-

tional complexity in terms of the structural properties

of a graph. We applied our methodology to real-world

grocery sales data to identify product categories for

which going beyond rational choice models to obtain

an acceptable performance is necessary.

Our work also lays the groundwork for a number

of interesting future research directions. The immedi-

ate extensions include developing approximation tech-

niques to solve the rank aggregation problem for choice

graphs with unbounded choice depth, reconciling the

LP formulation when the choice graph is a tree with

the general LP on the tree composition of a choice

graph, and building algorithms to automatically con-

struct choice graphs from data.
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Endnotes
1
Block andMarschak (1960) and Falmagne (1978) gave the necessary

and sufficient conditions for a system of choice probabilities to be

stochastically rationalizable.

2
Vinod (2006), a senior vice president of Sabre Corporation (the lead-

ing RM company in the travel industry), notes that airlines frequently

use a serial nesting control.

3
For notational brevity, we dropped the dependence of the quantities

on the category label.

4
Since a product corresponds to a vendor, a product is considered to

be on promotion even if only one UPC of that vendor was purchased

on promotion. This encoding does not capture the number of UPCs

per vendor that are on promotion, yielding only an approximation.

An alternate encoding would create multiple promotion labels to

capture different promotion intensities, measured as the fraction of

UPCs on promotion for each vendor. A similar encoding can also

be used to capture different levels of price discounts associated with

price promotions.

5
We thank an anonymous referee for pointing out the connection

between the rationality loss and hedonic products.
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